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Level 1 example worksheet Top 200 words

make a sentence that makes sense worksheet
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Look at the charts for the Top 200 words.

Make 5 sentence with 3 words from the Top 200 words. 

Example: I       like     them  .

1. _____Red_____   ______is_______   ____better______.

2. ______Tell____   _____her_______   ___now________.

3. ___She_______   ______was_____   _____there______.

4. ______Go_____   _____next______   ___year________.

5. __You________   ____are________   ___kind________.



Level 1 Top 200 words

make a sentence that makes sense worksheet
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Look at the charts for the Top 200 words.

Make 5 sentences with 3 words from the Top 200 words. 

Example: I       like     them  .

1. _____________   ______________   _______________.

2. _____________   ______________   _______________.

3. _____________   ______________   _______________.

4. _____________   ______________   _______________.

5. _____________   ______________   _______________.



Level 2 Top 200 words

make a sentence that makes sense worksheet
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Look at the charts for the Top 200 words.

Make 4 sentences with 4 words from the Top 200 words. 

1. __________  ___________   ___________  ___________.

2. __________  ___________   ___________  ___________.

3. __________  ___________   ___________  ___________.

4. __________  ___________   ___________  ___________.



Level 3 Top 200 words

make a sentence that makes sense worksheet
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Look at the charts for the Top 200 words.

Make 3 sentences with 6 words from the Top 200 words. 

1. _______  _______  _______  ________   ________  _______  .

2. _______  _______  _______  ________   ________  _______  .

3. _______  _______  _______  ________   ________  _______  .



Level 4 Top 200 words

make a sentence that makes sense worksheet
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Look at the charts for the Top 200 words.

Make 2 sentences with 8 words from the Top 200 words. 

1. _______ _______  _______ _______  _______ _______  _______ _______.

2. _______ _______  _______ _______  _______ _______  _______ _______.
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a can her many see us about come here me
she very after day  him much so was again

did  his my some we all do how new take 
were an down I no    that what and eat if

not the when any for in of their which
are from is old them who as get it 

on then will at give just one there with
be go know or they work been good like

other this would before had little our three 
you boy has long out to your but have

make put two by he man said up
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along didn’t  food keep sat though always does full 
letter second today  anything dog funny   longer      set

took around don’t gave love seven town   ask door goes 
might show   try ate dress green money   sing turn

bed   early grow  myself sister     walk brown eight       
hat now sit warm      buy every happy o’clock six 

wash car eyes   hard off sleep   water carry face head  
once small woman clean fall  hear   order start   write  close 

fast help pair stop yellow   clothes fat  hold part ten 
yes coat fine hope ride thank  yesterday  cold    fire  
hot round third cut   fly jump same those
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